UAMMI’s mission is to ensure that Utah is the global leader in value-added advanced materials, manufacturing, technology development, and design by integrating industry, academic and government contributors in ways that enhance collaboration, promote business opportunities, share knowledge resulting from relevant research and engage a skilled and trained workforce.

2018 Accomplishments

4 Industry Events
✓ CrossTalk - Hosted 2 CrossTalk industry learning events, one with the Wasatch Front Materials Expo.
✓ Industry Events - Sponsored several industry events with Composite One and the HAFB Air Show.

3 Trade Promotions
✓ International Trade Shows - Showcased Utah’s advanced materials at:
  - JEC - Paris
  - CAMX - US
  - AIRTEC - Germany

100+ Consultations
✓ Business Advisory Services launched
✓ Assisted over 100 Utah businesses
✓ Increased business opportunities

✓ Federal Grants/Contracts
✓ Supply Chain Management
✓ Additive Materials
✓ Coal to Carbon Fiber
✓ Damage Tolerance
✓ Multi state coalition

✓ Supply Chain Tool Released - Launched new supply chain search tool of 150+ Utah companies, their capabilities, and how to connect with them.

✓ UAMMI participants - 1,800+
✓ Partnered with IACMI and SAMPE
✓ Website and social media outreach campaigns.
✓ Published newsletter

Funding
$8.7m

Strengthened Supply Chain
150

Outreach
1,800
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